RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT FOR ROOMS AND DESKTOPS
UNITKIT STARTER

UNITKIT STARTER is a great solution for equipping workplaces and work teams of 3-4 people. Logitech C930e webcam and Phoenix Audio Duet speakerphone provide high-quality and comfortable communication.

UNITKIT HUDDLE ROOM

Designed to equip small meeting rooms. UNITKIT HUDDLE ROOM consists of CleverMic 1010U2, new generation PTZ camera, and Duet speakerphone. This kit provides high-quality video and audio for all meeting participants.

UNITKIT ADVANCE

Ready-made solution for equipping medium-sized meeting rooms for 6-8 people. Spider MT503 speakerphone and CleverMic 1013U video camera provide high-quality audio and video communication.

UNITKIT BARS TRACKER ADVANCE

UNITKIT BARS TRACKER ADVANCE set is suitable for meeting rooms up to 60 sqm with up to 10 participants.

UNITKIT AUTOTRACKING WIRELESS

Equipment package designed for automatic speaker tracking using video camera. Wireless conference system, 8 microphone units, and PTZ camera with 12X optical zoom come as standard. The set is a perfect solution for dynamic and effective remote communication.
UNITKIT MEDIUM

Designed for equipping small and medium-sized meeting rooms. The kit includes PTZ camera with a wide 105° viewing angle and 3X optical zoom, microphone array for steady audio capture throughout the room and 2x30 Watt powered speakers.

UNITKIT TRUECONF TERMINAL 2.0

Ready-made solution based on TrueConf Terminal 2.0 for equipping medium-sized meeting rooms with up to 8 participants. Speakerphone, PTZ camera, video conferencing codec with preinstalled software, tablet and TrueConf Terminal 2.0 software come as standard.

UNITKIT 4K PERSONAL

Equip your workplace with UNITKIT 4K PERSONAL to participate in 4K Ultra HD video conferences. This kit consists of Logitech BRIIO webcam, Phoenix Audio Duet speakerphone, Intel® video conferencing codec, and TrueConf client application with support for 4K conferences.

UNITKIT AUTOTRACKING WIRED

Equipment package designed for automatic speaker tracking using video camera. Wired conference system, 8 microphone units and PTZ camera with 12X optical zoom come as standard. This kit is a perfect solution for dynamic and effective remote communication.

UNITKIT UPPER

Designed to equip small and medium-sized meeting rooms with up to 8 participants. The kit includes Phoenix Audio Spider (MT503) speakerphone and CleverMic 1010U PTZ camera and provides high-quality communication to all meeting participants.

UNITKIT BARS ADVANCE

High-quality sound and additional functionality blend in perfectly in UNITKIT BARS ADVANCE. This kit is aimed at optimizing meeting room space.
VIDEO CONFERENCING
CAMERAS

CLEVERMIC WEBCAM B1M
CLEVERMIC WEBCAM B1M is a perfect tool for rooms with different light levels. A lens with 93.7° wide viewing angle and 10X digital zoom provides FullHD video quality.

CLEVERMIC WEBCAM B2
CLEVERMIC WEBCAM B2 is equipped with a SONY sensor. This webcam supports USB 3.0 connections and provides FullHD video quality. CleverMic WebCam B2 has 108° wide viewing angle and 4X digital zoom.

CLEVERMIC WIDE PTZ CAMERA
CLEVERMIC WIDE PTZ CAMERA is a perfect solution for almost any meeting room. 105° wide viewing angle keeps everything in frame, while 3X optical zoom allows you to focus on the speakers or specific room sections.

CLEVERMIC 1010U PTZ CAMERA
CLEVERMIC 1010U PTZ CAMERA is equipped with a SONY sensor and Ambarella DSP video signal processing technology. Modern design, high-quality optics and unique tilt mechanism are distinctive features of this device. CleverMic 1010U PTZ Camera is an out-of-the-box solution.

CLEVERMIC 1020Z PTZ CAMERA
CLEVERMIC 1020Z PTZ CAMERA represents CleverMic new product line. This PTZ camera features a new ISP algorithm improving image processing performance. With this webcam it is easy to take a lively and clear picture with balanced color and light settings.
CLEVERMIC 1011U-12 PTZ CAMERA

CLEVERMIC 1011U-12 PTZ CAMERA has 72.5° wide viewing angle and 12X optical zoom. Upload up to 255 presets to your camera and quickly access them at any time with a remote control.

CLEVERMIC 1120L PTZ CAMERA

CLEVERMIC 1120L PTZ CAMERA is designed for automatic motion tracking. With this solution you will not need any operators at the control panel, as the camera detects faces automatically. CleverMic PTZ camera is perfect for broadcasting lectures and video conferences, demonstrating technical presentations, etc.

CLEVERMIC 1230SHN PTZ CAMERA

CLEVERMIC 1230SHN PTZ CAMERA with a 30X optical zoom captures the slightest details and is perfect for large meeting rooms. The device with a wide viewing angle supports up to 255 presets.

CLEVERMIC 1011U-5 PTZ CAMERA

CLEVERMIC 1011U-5 PTZ CAMERA has 80.9° wide viewing angle and 5X optical zoom. Upload up to 255 presets to your camera and quickly access them at any time with a remote control.

CLEVERMIC 2212U PTZ CAMERA

CLEVERMIC 2212U PTZ CAMERA has a 12X zoom, wide viewing angle, and high rotation speed. This camera is the most practical solution for meeting rooms with up to 10-15 people.

CLEVERMIC 1212UHN PTZ CAMERA

CLEVERMIC 1212UHN PTZ CAMERA with wide-angle lens, advanced CMOS sensor, 12X optical zoom, and FullHD video quality is a modern solution for your meeting room. CleverMic 1212SHN provides high video quality throughout the meeting.
CleverMic CS-10U Control Unit

CleverMic CS-10U CONTROL UNIT features automatic speaker tracking using the camera (hot microphone). For more information, see our step-by-step automatic tracking guide. CleverMic CS-10U has a built-in USB connector for conference.

BKR WCS-20M Control Unit

Wireless central unit of BKR WCS-20M CONTROL UNIT conference system. This device is equipped with automatic speaker tracking function using the camera (hot microphone).

BKR K-3038 Conference System

Wireless conference system with 8 microphone consoles. BKR K-3038 CONFERENCE SYSTEM is easily integrated with personal computers, audio mixers or legacy video conferencing endpoints.

BKR DCS-E240M Control Unit

Wireless central unit of BKR DCS-E240M CONTROL UNIT conference system transmits wireless signals at a frequency of 2.4 GHz. This device is equipped with automatic speaker tracking function using the camera (hot microphone).

BKR BLS-U550M Control Unit

BKR BLS-U550M CONTROL UNIT supports up to 60 microphones for 3 parallel outputs with 20 microphones per channel. This unit enables audio recording on a USB flash drive up to 16GB and has an integrated voting system.
BKR BLS-351M CONTROL UNIT

BKR BLS-351M CONTROL UNIT can connect up to 60 microphones simultaneously. The unit has 3 parallel inputs with 20 microphones per channel. BKR BLS-351M is equipped with an LCD screen for easy operation.

BKR BLS-350HD EXTENSION UNIT

BKR BLS-350HD EXTENSION UNIT supports 60 microphones for parallel outputs with 20 microphones per channel. BLS-350HD splitter can be connected to BKR BLS-351M or BKR BLS-450M control unit with up to 255 microphones.

CLEVERMIC CU-13 CHAIRMAN MICROPHONE CONSOLE

CLEVERMIC CU-13 CHAIRMAN MICROPHONE CONSOLE is a microphone console for meeting rooms or conference rooms with a large number of participants. The device is equipped with a power button, status indicator, and LCD screen.

BKR WCS-201C WIRELESS CHAIRMAN MICROPHONE CONSOLE

Black gooseneck conference chairman microphone. BKR WCS-201C WIRELESS CHAIRMAN MICROPHONE CONSOLE with a built-in Li-ion battery is compatible with BKR WCS-20M CONTROL UNIT.

BKR BLS-4513C CHAIRMAN MICROPHONE CONSOLE

BKR BLS-4513C CHAIRMAN MICROPHONE CONSOLE is equipped with a power button, status indicator, LCD screen, and 8-channel "T" shaped connector for microphones. This device is capable of controlling delegate consoles.

BKR WCS-103C WIRELESS CHAIRMAN MICROPHONE CONSOLE

BKR WCS-103C WIRELESS CHAIRMAN MICROPHONE CONSOLE gooseneck conference chairman microphone. BKR WCS-103C is compatible with BKR WCS-10M CONTROL UNIT.
SPEAKERPHONES

PHOENIX AUDIO SPIDER (MT503)
PHOENIX AUDIO SPIDER (MT503) is a high-quality speakerphone that can turn any space into a professional conference room. This device has an exceptionally large pickup and broadcasting range, yet it doesn’t take much space and is discreet in design.

PHOENIX AUDIO DUET EXECUTIVE BLACK (MT202-EXE)
PHOENIX AUDIO DUET EXECUTIVE BLACK (MT202-EXE) is a more advanced model in Duet speakerphone series. It is available in black case made of matte rubberized plastic. The speakerphone supports USB ports and has outputs to connect phone as a headset.

PHOENIX AUDIO SPIDER (MT505)
PHOENIX AUDIO SPIDER (MT505) is a conference phone that delivers top class performance accompanied by unmatched versatility to make it a perfect audio device for your company. The device features digital signal processing system, noise and echo cancellation.

PHOENIX AUDIO DUET PCS BLACK (MT202-PCS)
PHOENIX AUDIO DUET PCS BLACK (MT202-PCS) is a portable USB speakerphone. It is available in black case made of matte rubberized plastic. Phoenix Audio Duet PCS Black has a built-in microphone and speaker with advanced echo cancellation and noise suppression technologies.

PHOENIX AUDIO SPIDER (MT503-W) WHITE
PHOENIX AUDIO SPIDER (MT503-W) WHITE is a high-quality speakerphone that can turn any space into a professional conference room. This device has an exceptionally large pickup and broadcasting range, yet leaves a small footprint and is discreet in design.
PHOENIX AUDIO STINGRAY (MT700)

PHOENIX AUDIO STINGRAY (MT700) is an all-in-one smart mixer allowing for a chain of up to 15 units. Each unit mixes up to four microphone inputs, performs echo canceling, noise canceling, and other algorithms required in a conferencing room setup. A new solution supports SIP protocol.

PHOENIX AUDIO OCTOPUS (MT454-PA)

PHOENIX AUDIO OCTOPUS (MT454-PA) is a feature packed audio conferencing mixer providing crystal clear audio. It has a DSP system and unique technology that automatically monitors and mixes the audio. This device is designed for simple set-up and use.

BKR BR-1420

BKR BR-1420 audio mixer automatically recognizes warning signals and filters noise using DSP system. It has a built-in low-frequency compensation function and mixing of high-speed feedback suppression.

BKR BR-2820

BKR BR-2820 audio mixer automatically mixes any incoming signal allowing you to use cameras and audio systems. With this device you can make it possible to use equipment with various audio inputs.

NOISE CANCELLATION SYSTEM WITH PHOENIX AUDIO MT107MXL MICROPHONE

Noise cancellation system with PHOENIX AUDIO MT107MXL MICROPHONE is a high quality video conferencing solution. This kit provides excellent sound quality and suppresses noise both in standard and complex conference environments.
MICROPHONES

PHOENIX AUDIO CONDOR (MT600) MICROPHONE ARRAY

PHOENIX AUDIO CONDOR (MT600) is a 122-centimeter microphone array with pickup range for up to 10 meters. The condor is a great tool for equipping small and medium-sized rooms with one device sitting above or below your monitor.

PHOENIX AUDIO RAVEN XLR MICROPHONE (MT435)

PHOENIX AUDIO RAVEN XLR (MT435) are high quality microphones perfect for conference rooms. Microphones support XLR ports and can be connected to any professional audio mixer.

PHOENIX AUDIO SOLO (MT201)

PHOENIX AUDIO SOLO (MT201) connects to any PC via USB interface using Plug & Play method. The integrated echo cancellation system allows any desktop speakers to be used with a microphone by connecting them to a microphone via a 3.5 mm jack.

BKR BL-551E

This unique microphone with a double protective mesh is made of strong and durable alloy. BKR BL-551E leaves a small footprint and has stylish design. The microphone has a non-reflective coating. It can be installed on ceilings or in tables. The microphone is protected from vibration noise.

BKR BL-552C

BKR BL-552C features metal case, durable protective mesh, unique and stylish design, and small and comfortable size. Built-in high-sensitivity condenser microphone, clear sound, high sensitivity, low noise. BKR BL-552C is a perfect solution for conferences and professional audio recording.
Two lavalier two-channel BKR KX-D812 WIRELESS MICROPHONES are an excellent choice for conference rooms. The microphones are easy to use when delivering speech at events thanks to their compact size.

BKR KX-D3924 WIRELESS MICROPHONES (FOUR HANDHELD MICROPHONES)

BKR KX-D3924 WIRELESS MICROPHONE system consists of four microphones, each of which has its own frequency. In addition, each of four channels has additional 100 frequencies. All microphones have a built-in lithium battery. Microphones work up to 8 hours on a single charge.

BKR KX-D3912 WIRELESS MICROPHONES (HANDHELD AND LAVALIER)

BKR KX-D3912 WIRELESS MICROPHONE system consists of a lavalier and a handheld microphone. The devices have a two-channel adjustable frequency and an LCD screen showing the operation status. Microphones work at a distance of 50-70 m for 5 hours.

BKR BU-3820 WIRELESS MICROPHONES (TWO HANDHELD MICROPHONES)

BKR BU-3820 WIRELESS MICROPHONE system with two handheld microphones is an excellent choice for seminars and conferences. It works up to 5 hours on a single charge. The system is equipped with an LCD screen showing the operation status of the central unit. Microphones operate within the radius of 50-70 m.

BKR K-2024 WIRELESS MICROPHONES (FOUR LAVALIER MICROPHONES)

BKR K-2024 WIRELESS MICROPHONE system with four lavalier microphones is perfect for events in small or medium-sized rooms. The coverage radius of the microphones is 30-50 m. Microphones ensure trouble-free operation for 5 hours straight.

BKR KX-D814 WIRELESS MICROPHONES (FOUR HANDHELD MICROPHONES)

BKR KX-D814 WIRELESS MICROPHONE system consists of four handheld microphones in a metal case. Each device has its own frequency. The operation status is monitored by LCD screens.
FLAT INTERACTIVE PANELS AND VIDEO WALLS

CLEVERMIC VW55-1.7A+ 55” LCD DISPLAY
CLEVERMIC LCD DISPLAY for video walls. Professional 55” Samsung A+ Matrix. 1920x1080 resolution. Inter-screen clearance: 1.7 mm (at the junction). Brightness: 700 cd/m²

CLEVERMIC VW46-3.5A+ 46” LCD DISPLAY
CLEVERMIC LCD DISPLAY for video walls. Professional 46” Samsung A+ Matrix. 1920x1080 resolution. Inter-screen clearance: 1.7 mm (at the junction). Brightness: 500 cd/m²

CLEVERMIC U65 ADVANCE 65” TOUCHSCREEN LCD DISPLAY
Professional CLEVERMIC U65 ADVANCE 65” TOUCHSCREEN LCD DISPLAY with support for 4K resolution (3840x2160) and a 178° wide angle. Works based on two operating systems — Android and Windows.

CLEVERMIC U86 ADVANCE 4K 86” TOUCHSCREEN LCD DISPLAY
Professional CLEVERMIC U86 ADVANCE 4K 86” TOUCHSCREEN LCD DISPLAY with support for 4K resolution (3840x2160) and a 178° wide angle. Works based on two operating systems — Android and Windows.

CLEVERMIC U65 BASIC 4K 65” TOUCHSCREEN LCD DISPLAY
CLEVERMIC U65 BASIC 4K 65” TOUCHSCREEN LCD DISPLAY with support for 4K resolution (3840x2160) and a 178° wide angle. Works based on two operating systems — Android and Windows.
BKR BLS-8100S
WIRELESS IR EXTENDER
BKR BLS-8100S Wireless IR Extender is compatible with BLS-8100M, simultaneous interpretation system control unit. This lightweight extender with headphones makes users feel relaxed and comfortable. BKR BLS-8100S features six language selection channels. Includes channel selection button and audio volume control.

BKR BLS-8100R
INFRARED TRANSMITTER
Infrared transmitter designed to connect to BKR BLS-8100M simultaneous interpretation system control unit. This device is used to transmit IR signals in conference rooms, enabling participants to take part in the conference using their personal receivers. Working distance up to 30 meters.

BKR BLS-8100Y
INTERPRETER MICROPHONE CONSOLE
Interpreter microphone console of BLS-8100M simultaneous interpretation system. Headset designed for listening to speakers. The channel lock function ensures the correspondence between the channel and the language. Equipped with a cough button. Compatible with an infrared language distribution system.

BKR BLS-8100M
SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION UNIT
High degree of protection and confidentiality to prevent external interference and eavesdropping. This unit is perfect for small, medium-sized and large conference rooms. It is equipped with an automatic level control system. Easy and fast connection.
CLEVERMIC CAMERA CONTROL

CLEVERMIC CAMERA CONTROL is a great video conferencing asset. The device supporting VISCA protocol allows you to set camera addresses independently.

CLEVERMIC HYBRID CABLE USB 3.0
20 M CABLE

A new generation of hybrid USB 3.0 cables. Designed for USB 2.0 and USB 3.0 connections to achieve the highest transmission speed without quality loss. We highly recommend using these cables with all CleverMic PTZ cameras. Cable diameter: 3mm. Maximum bending radius: 20mm.

PHOENIX AUDIO POWER HUB
(MT340)

PHOENIX AUDIO POWER HUB (MT340) is designed for daisy chaining of Spider (MT503) speakerphones, allowing you to station the first speakerphone up to 30 m away from the designated PC.

FOXUN SX-EX11 HDMI EXTENDER
OVER TWISTED PAIR, 50 M

FOXUN SX-EX11 HDMI EXTENDER OVER TWISTED PAIR allows you to transmit HDMI signal without quality loss at a distance of up to 50 meters.

CLEVERMIC W12 TV/MONITOR MOUNTING

CLEVERMIC W12 TV/MONITOR MOUNTING is designed to install CleverMic PTZ cameras on a TV display or monitor.
4X4 HDMI MATRIX AND 2X2 VIDEO WALL CONTROLLER

4X4 HDMI MATRIX AND 2X2 VIDEO WALL CONTROLLER allow you to control the image output for each device and connect 4 HDMI signal generators plus 4 displays.

BKR BLS-350HD EXTENSION UNIT

BKR BLS-350HD EXTENSION UNIT is required to increase the number of microphones connected to BKR conference systems.

CEILING MOUNT FOR QUATTRO3/SPIDER (MT334)

Fix your Phoenix Audio Spider speakerphone with the help of ceiling mount! With this solution you can install the required number of speakerphones in a convenient sequence and configuration.

PHOENIX AUDIO MT107E-HD ECHO CANCELLATION SYSTEM

PHOENIX AUDIO MT107E-HD is a DSP-based single channel echo cancellation system designed to remove the noise picked up by microphones in standard to complex audio conferencing environments.

WALL MOUNTING FOR CLEVERMIC CAMERAS

With WALL MOUNTING FOR CLEVERMIC CAMERAS, you can place your camera in a suitable place and provide a high-quality view for all the attendees.

BKR DC-U10 BATTERY CHARGER

BKR DC-U10 BATTERY CHARGER allows you to connect up to 10 BKR-compatible wireless microphone consoles. High performance and protection of charging batteries.
The following page was created in order to provide you with the information about purchase of our products. In case you have some additional or specific questions, you are always welcome to contact us via the following email address: sales@trueconf.com

**SHIPPING AND FEES**

We can ship to virtually any address in the world. The timing and cost of delivery depends on several factors: the country of destination, dimensions and weight.

We will be glad to calculate the shipping cost based on the factors above once you place an order. Delivery time frame may vary and usually takes up to 15-20 business days.

**PAYMENT METHODS**

We accept wire transfers, credit cards and PayPal. After placing an order, our manager will contact you and provide all necessary documents for payment. Please note we work on a pre-payment basis.

**TRACKING INFORMATION**

We will provide you with tracking information as soon as it becomes available to us.

**LOCAL TAXES AND DUTIES**

All our prices are netto-based. The customer is solely responsible for taxes and duty fees, which may arise depending on the shipment destination and local import regulation rules.

**EXCHANGE AND RETURN OF GOODS**

If you received an item of improper quality (which is defective and cannot fulfill its functional qualities), you are entitled to request a refund or exchange goods. If the goods are part of the kit, you either can return the entire kit or only a broken part. In case of partial return only returned item will be exchanged or refunded. Only items returned back to us in initial condition are eligible for a full refund.

**WARRANTY**

We provide 1-year warranty for all customers. Manufacturer's warranty is also available and its terms depend on the product.